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reated by coating polymer scientists with over 60

years of combined experience in new molecular
systems, NuKlear offers an ironclad guarantee.
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If you are not satisfied with
the results we will gladly
refund your money.

TO:

For more information and complete product
specifications, Contact:
Wonderpaint at 270-781-4095
NuKlear beats any product on the market today and
we'll prove it to you. Call us and we'll reveal a simple
test you can do yourself to compare any other
waterproof product to NuKlear. Try it!
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Wonderpaint
1005 E. 15th Street
Bowling Green,KY
42101

NuKlear...
New Millennium Protection

revolutionary new high quality
polymer coating
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hile weatherproof coating manufacturers say their
products will waterproof your deck, the coating you
apply today will probably need recoat by next season.
Rain, snow and sun attack conventional coatings
leaving your wood siding and deck and wood exteriors
unprotected from the weather. Most wood coatings
on the market cannot claim to really last even one year.

Weather can be especially destructive to cedar shakes.
Precipitation causes the wood to swell and within
time, the shakes become porous and begin to curl,
losing their beauty and protective strength.
How can you provide long lasting, cost effective
protection for your wood roof and deck?

Far superior to conventional weatherproof coatings
NuKlear prevents water adsoption by forming a longlasting unbreakable, cross-linked, chemical bond that
preserves the life and beauty of wood, concrete,
bituminous or slate surfaces.

NuKlear provides a protective water barrier that also
resists UV, and fungus attack. It repels water
keeping wood surfaces from warping and rotting.

NuKlear is long lasting. Its hard crosslinked surface has
survived over 1000 hours of salt spray tests.
No other product available today can compare to NuKlear.
Other products contain only 5% solids that can't penetrate
and don't last.
Easy to apply with brush, sprayer or roller, NuKlear keeps
wood and exterior surfaces looking new.

The Answer is NuKlear.
NuKlear... A revolutionary new high quality polymer
coating that protects cedar shakes, wood decks and
siding, against rain, UV, as well as the physical
damage caused by bacteria, fungus and algae.
NuKlear
Protects and
Keeps Your
Cedar Roof,
Deck, and Other
Wood Surfaces

NuKlear is economical, providing long lasting protection
for low cost per square foot!

Every Year with
the Well known
National Brands
When NuKlear
Offers Superior
Performance?

*

Will not change the color or appearance of the
substrate.

*
*

Can be built up by applying several coats
Contains a non-toxic fungicide (no Heavy
metals)
The Popular
National Brand

NuKlear

5%

37%

Hazardous Volatile Solvents

yes

no

Lasting Water Repellent

no

yes

Non-Toxic Fungicide

no

yes

UV Protection

no

yes

Superior to any weatherproof coating, NuKlear is also
safe and environmentally friendly! It has low VOCs
Percent Solids
Plus, NuKlear:

*

Looking New.
Why Recoat

NuKlear Shields your Home with an Invisible Barrier that
Protects the beauty and integrity of virtually all its surfaces

*
*
*
*
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Contains 37% solids (active ingredients)
compared to 5% solids for well known
competitive products
Dries to the touch in one hour
Has low offensive odor
Is pemanently water repellant
Resists gas, oils
Is non-flammable and contains low VOC

NuKlear Offers Superior Performance. It Outperforms the
Competition and is the Klear Choice in Protective Coatings.

For more info see our web site at www.wonderpaint.com

